We review models for the nucleation of magnetisation reversal, i.e. the formation of a region of reversed magnetisation in an initially magnetically saturated system. For small particles models for collective reversal, either uniform (Stoner-Wohlfarth model) or non-uniform like curling give good agreement between theory and experiment. For microscopic objects and thin films, we consider two models, uniform (Stoner-Wohlfarth) reversal inside a nucleation volume and a droplet model, where the free energy of an inverse bubble is calculated taking into account volume energy (Zeeman energy) and surface tension (domain wall energy). In macroscopic systems, inhomogeneities in magnetic properties cause a distribution of energy barriers for nucleation, which strongly influences effects of temperature and applied field on magnetisation reversal. For these systems, macroscopic material parameters like exchange interaction, spontaneous magnetisation and magnetic anisotropy can give an indication of the magnetic coercivity, but exact values for nucleation fields are in general hard to predict.
Introduction
The spontaneous or magnetic field-induced reversal of the magnetisation direction in materials and nanostructures has been the subject of intensive studies since many decades. The use of magnetic materials in applications ranging from compass needles to electrical motors, truck brakes, cellular phones and personal computers has triggered the search for materials with particular properties concerning both their static and dynamic behaviour. Materials used e.g. in transformers need to switch their magnetisation direction under very small values of applied magnetic fields to minimise losses; these are so-called soft magnetic materials. In contrary, permanent magnets used in electrical motors and generators need their magnetisation to be as stable as possible against both magnetic fields and thermal effects; these are so-called hard magnetic materials. Consider however information written on magnetic storage media in the form of small magnetic grains. In these a compromise must be found for they need to be stable for years, but on the other hand their magnetisation direction should respond quickly to moderate magnetic field values to allow information to be written fast. Thus for each particular case an understanding of how magnetisation reversal proceeds is needed. Magnetisation reversal can take place in different ways, depending on the size of the object and physical parameters like the exchange interaction and magnetic anisotropy. In the atomic case, a magnetic field along a direction other than the initial magnetisation will cause a torque on the magnetisation given by M × H ef f , where H ef f is the local effective field. This torque will induce a precessional motion of the magnetisation around the effective field. In materials, damping will occur and eventually the magnetisation will align with the effective field. This scheme is described by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [1] of precession and damping. This equation remains valid also for very small particles, i.e. when the magnetic moments of the different atoms are strongly coupled one to another by exchange interaction and act like a so-called macro-spin. This simple reversal scheme is referred to as coherent or uniform magnetisation reversal.
In nearly all materials the rotational symmetry is lost as a consequence of the discrete crystalline structure and the spin-orbit coupling, or due to dipolar interactions. This effect is called magnetic anisotropy, which can be expressed as an angular-dependent energy. In the presence of anisotropy, a field of finite size is needed to reverse the magnetisation. For uniaxial anisotropy the angular dependence of the uniform reversal has been derived by Stoner and Wohlfarth [2] (SW). These features are treated in Section 2. For micrometer-sized particles or dots the macrospin approximation is not exact anymore and local deviations from uniform magnetisation usually exist. Interestingly, notice that precession-like magnetisation reversal may still take place at the micrometer scale [3] , but in that case the non-uniform magnetisation has to be taken into account for an accurate description of the magnetisation reversal [4] . This is discussed in Section 3.
For macroscopic films (Sec. 4) and bulk magnetic materials (Sec. sec-bulk), magnetisation reversal usually starts at magnetic fields that are significantly lower than expected from the theory of uniform reversal of the entire system; This is the so-called Brown's paradox [5] ). Rather, in these systems magnetisation reversal takes place through a process of nucleation of small reversed domains (usually on inhomogeneities or defects) and a subsequent propagation of magnetic domain walls. Here we will treat nucleation processes only. The propagation of domain walls, once a stable nucleation center is formed, is not discussed. Over the years, different models have been developed to take into account the role of nucleation in non-uniform magnetisation reversal and to explain experimentally obtained values of reversal fields and other dynamic properties of magnetic materials and films. These basic models will be reviewed in this paper, for small particles and dots as well as for magnetic thin films. This overview will be non-exhaustive, and given from an experimentalist point of view. In some cases, a comparison with experimentally obtained results will be made. The role of inhomogeneities in the samples themselves (like defects and finite-size effects) on the nucleation of reversed domains will be discussed. In the following sections magnetisation reversal and nucleation is considered in systems of increasing dimensionality and thus complexity, from zero-dimensional to three-dimensional, i.e. bulk.
Uniform or 'coherent' reversal
For very small particles, the exchange interaction is dominating and induces uniform magnetisation. The upper critical size for uniform magnetisation depends on the detailed shape of the particle and on the material parameters [6, 7] . For particles smaller than this critical size, magnetisation reversal will be uniform and nucleation processes as defined above can not take place. Even though uniform magnetisation reversal is not the subject of this paper, it is briefly mentioned here since uniform reversal is also the base of models for nucleation of reversed domains in macroscopic materials. In that case, a so-called activation volume is considered, in which the magnetisation is assumed to reverse coherently, and the energy for this reversal may be calculated assuming an independent volume or taking into account the interaction of the reversed volume with the matrix.
The energy of a uniformly magnetised particle of volume V in an external magnetic field H depends on the spontaneous magnetisation MS and on the orientation of the magnetisation r with respect to the external field and with respect to the anisotropy axes of the particle [8] :
where EK (r) is the energy caused by the magnetic anisotropy of the particle and the second term is the Zeeman energy. Stoner and Wohlfarth [2] considered the simple case of magnetisation reversal in a single domain particle with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy and a positive anisotropy constant K. In that case, EK (r) = -KVcos 2 θ, where θ is the angle between the direction of magnetisation and the easy axis. A two-dimensional plot of the switching field as a function of θ results in the well-known Stoner-Wohlfarth astroid [9] . The SW model was later extended to 3-dimensional particles with arbitrary anisotropy by Thiaville [10] , with an experimental demonstration given by Bonet et al. [8] . In all these models, the angular dependence of the reversal field of the particle is derived by calculating the field for which the energy barrier ∆E(H) that has to be overcome to reach the minimum energy state vanishes. This means that thermal effects that may help to overcome this barrier are not taken into account. Thermally-assisted reversal has first been considered by Néel [11] and Brown [12] . In the so-called Néel-Brown model, the probability that the magnetisation of a particle has switched after time t is given by P(t) = 1 -e −t/τ , where the time constant τ can be expressed by an Arrhenius law of the form : τ (T,H) = τ0 e ∆E(H)/kT . τ0 is an attempt frequency of the order of 10 −10 − 10 −9 seconds. An experimental verification of the Néel-Brown model was given by Wernsdorfer et al. [13] .
The aforementioned models are valid for strictly uniform magnetisation reversal. Usually, the reversal field can be lower when the magnetisation is not uniform during the reversal. Brown [6] and Frei et al. [7] calculated the size above which the magnetisation of a particle will not be uniform anymore. Frei et al. [7] calculated that for a prolate ellipsoid the critical size shows little dependence on magnetocrystalline anisotropy and exact shape and is approximately equal to A 1/2 /MS, where A is the exchange constant. For slightly larger particles, the magnetisation will stop being uniform, and can arrange according to different spatial distributions. For a flat, rectangular particle, for example, micromagnetic simulations and models have revealed several possible near-single domain configurations [14, 15] and some of them are shown in Fig. 1 . It is generally assumed that the SW model can be adapted to the case of nucleation in thin films as far as magnetic moments rotate at unison inside an activation volume. The barrier height ∆En to nucleation is then written under the form:
where Hn and En are nucleation energy and nucleation field respectively. The value of α varies with the direction of the applied field with respect to the easy axis. Victora has derived a H 3/2 scaling relationship between H and ∆E for small values of ∆En [16] . Néel has predicted earlier a quadratic dependence for the special case of high symmetry [17] , for any height of the barrier. Some authors use an exponent equal to 1 to explain domain nucleation and domain wall propagation [18] . More generally, we can consider 1 ≤ α ≤ 2.
Nucleation in elongated particles
Here we consider the case of one-dimensional systems. This can be realized in particles with a width below but a length above about twice the domain wall width. In this case, magnetisation switching can be initiated by reversal inside some nucleation volume much smaller than the total volume of the particle. This non-uniform scheme of magnetisation reversal takes place because the energy barriers associated with magnetisation reversal are much lower than for uniform reversal. This tendency will be ever more valid for increasing dimensionality, see the following sections. In these particles, the main contribution to the magnetic anisotropy is given by the shape anisotropy, favoring a magnetisation parallel to the long axis. Braun [19] developed a model for thermally activated magnetisation reversal in this kind of particles. Considering thermally assisted reversal in an activation volume much smaller than the total particle volume, taking into account the exchange interaction at the boundary of the volume, the author found an energy barrier for reversal proportional to the cross-sectional area of the particle. Qualitative agreement was found with room-temperature measurements on single elongated particles by Lederman et al. [20] . Wernsdorfer et al. [21] performed low temperature measurements on single polycrystalline Ni wires with lengths of some micrometers and diameters between 40 and 100 nm. Their measurements gave evidence of nucleation of magnetisation reversal in an activation volume of the order of (20nm) 3 . For the smallest diameters, they found that the data could be fitted using a single energy barrier and that the reversal process could be described by an Arrhenius law. For larger diameters (75-100 nm), nucleation occurred at several values of the applied field close to each other, and close to the value expected for a curling mode [6, 7] of reversal. A statistic analysis of the switching times showed that they could be fitted using a stretched exponential P(t) = e −(t/τ )β . For the smallest wires β was close to 1, as expected from the Néel-Brown model. For wires with a diameter between 75 and 100 nm, values of β between 0.1 and 0.5 were found, indicating a distribution of energy barriers for nucleation.
Nucleation in continuous and microstructured thin films
In 2-dimensional magnetic films or single-domain microstructures with in-plane dimensions considerably larger than twice a domain wall width, the reversal of magnetisation is in general initiated by nucleation. As soon as the effective field reaches some critical value (the nucleation field ) some nuclei appear, the number of nuclei depending on several parameters (see sub-section 4.2). At this point, the local moments start to rotate and the magnetisation configuration distorts, leading to bubbles of inverse magnetisation. These bubbles, with a minimum volume usually called 'nucleation volume' or 'activation volume', are separated from the other magnetic phase by domain walls. Nucleation is a process characterized by the overcoming of an energy barrier as depicted before. The barrier height depends intrinsically on material constants like anisotropy, magnetisation or exchange energy and decreases when the applied field increases. In this section, we will describe the different activation laws which govern nucleation in thin films and explain how experimental data can corroborate the theoretical facts. Finally we will focus on the structural defects or other physical causes, which facilitate the apparition of inverse nuclei.
After nucleation, complete reversal is achieved by propagation of these domain walls through the sample, or the particle, under the field pressure. The magnetisation reversal properties of a material are determined by a combination of the properties of nucleation and domain wall propagation, with their associated energy barriers. The properties of domain wall propagation are, however, not the subject of this paper (see, for example, Ref. [22] 
Energy barriers
There are two main ways to estimate the energy barriers to the nucleation. One is to assume that uniform reversal takes place inside the activation volume during nucleation [2] . The other is more macroscopic, considering the nucleation volume as a uniformly reversed magnetic domain, and its boundary as a domain wall. This so-called droplet theory is based on the competition between volume energy and surface tension [23] .
Coherent rotation inside the nucleation volume
In the SW model of coherent rotation, En is the anisotropy energy K.V and Hn the anisotropy field HK , so the barrier height is cancelled when the field reaches HK . Equation 2 implies that ∆En is a balance between Zeeman and nucleation energies. Most often En is assimilated to the product between an effective anisotropy K ef f and a nucleation volume Vn and experimental data can be fitted to estimate these. For instance Sharrock has shown that switching volumes can be estimated by fitting the barrier crossing and that some adjustments permit to link Vn to volumes of particles used in granular magnetic recording media [24] . More recently, it has been shown that for real systems, Vn can be related to the volumes of grains only for isolated identical grains, which is not really the case in continuous magnetic media [25] . The nucleation volume depends thus explicitly on ∆En and can be regarded as an average unit volume of magnetic moments switching together. Thus Vn can be extrapolated from the formula [26] :
Nucleation volume and nucleation field are very sensitive to the local environment. It has been simulated that dipolar coupling and inter-granular exchange interactions act at short and long ranges on the nucleation processes [27, 28] . In the case of flat dots with in-plane uniaxial anisotropy, Fruchart et al. have proposed a model which predicts the barrier height to nucleation when demagnetisation effects are taken into account as a pinpoint torque located at the edge of the structures [29] . They have shown that the energy barrier could be quite different from the simple SW one. Models for magnetisation reversal in flat dots made of soft magnetic material, based on the description of the stability of local nucleation volumes, have also been proposed [30] . Notice that in all cases the nucleation volume, and particularly the product K ef f .Vn, determines the barrier height at zero field, and is therefore a stability criterion to respect in the framework of magnetic recording [31] . Ideally, we can consider that in continuous layers with large and coupled grains, Vn is about δ 2 w .t, with t the thickness of the film and δw the domain wall width.
Droplet model
Another way to model nucleation is to calculate the energy of an inverse bubble by taking into account volume energy (Zeeman energy) and surface tension (domain wall energy γ) (see Fig. 2 ). This was proposed by Barbara [32] to explain the thermal variation of the coercivity in a Dy3Al2 alloy, and has been used recently in the case of CoPtCr alloys [33] and Co/Pt thin films [34] . The free energy of a cylindrical droplet of radius r, appearing in a magnetic thin film of thickness t is:
Inverse droplet M Domain wall Inverse droplet M Domain wall Figure 2 . In the droplet model, the applied field creates an inverse droplet into a saturated sample. The total energy is a balance between the Zeeman energy (volume term) and the domain wall energy (surface term).
When the increase in Zeeman energy upon increasing size counter-balances the loss in energy due to the increase of the domain wall length, the droplet reaches a critical size given by δF (r)/δ(r) = 0 and the critical radius is rc = γ/2MSH. If r < rc, droplets collapse. If r > rc, the droplet energy decreases as its radius grows, i.e. there is propagation of the domain walls through the sample. The initial increase of the radius is very slow, due to the surface tension induced by the domain wall energy [35, 36] .
Using the above formulas, it is possible to define the height of the energy barrier for nucleation by:
A comparison of this expression with equation 2 shows that taking into account the presence of domain walls and their associated energy in 2-D films leads to a very different field dependence of the nucleation barrier. Notably, for a field H = 0 the energy barrier will be infinite for continuous films, while it is given by the magnetic anisotropy for small particles. An extension of the droplet model to the case where the domain wall energy is not homogeneous on the sample will be given in section 4.3.
Aharoni and Baltensberger have numerically calculated the total magnetic energy of both cylindrical and spherical bubbles [37] . They have shown that in the approximation of low fields, the droplet and the micromagnetic approaches converge. Although it seems that the droplet model gives a satisfying explanation for the thermal variation of coercivity (see below), it has not been extensively used to model nucleation.
Notice that the droplet model is relevant only for dimensions equal or larger than two. Indeed in one dimension, like for the case of elongated particles presented above, the increase of the region of reverse magnetisation does not imply a significant increase of the area of the domain wall. The formulas derived above are valid only for d = 2. 
Thermal and time effects
Overcoming the energy barrier for nucleation can be achieved using an applied field to lower its value, but also temperature can help by thermal activation. Like the Arrhenius-Néel law for the reversal time τ , the nucleation rate can be written as:
Based on this nucleation rate, some authors have expressed the reversed magnetisation area corresponding to the nucleation centers and the propagation of the domain walls. These models are developed based on Fatuzzo's theory of the relaxation of the polarization in ferro-electrics [38] . In this model, the relaxation is characterised by a single parameter k, that defines the relative importance of nucleation and domain wall propagation processes in the reversal. Labrune et al. have applied Fatuzzo's model to the case of magnetic films submitted to a constant applied field and showed that magnetic after-effect experiments performed on GdTbFe thin films could be very well modeled this way [39] .
Magnetic relaxation measurements coupled to Kerr microscopy have been realized by Pommier et al. on films with a magnetization perpendicular to the film plane [40] (see Fig. 3 ). They have found evidence that the reversal is governed by two dominating processes, nucleation and propagation. They have explained as well that local properties can generate a distribution of nucleation fields. Later, Raquet et al. have adapted Fatuzzo's model for varying magnetic fields with a constant field sweep rate [41] . They have applied their model to the case of Au/Co/Au sandwiches and quantified the wall velocity, the nucleation rate and the Barkhausen volume, the volume of reversed magnetisation at each domain wall jump. They have used a barrier height to nucleation following Eq. (2) with an exponent equal to 1 and showed a good agreement between the experimental measurements and their calculations for low applied field sweep rates (see Fig. 4 ). The possibility to pattern magnetic thin films has recently allowed the study of a single nucleation center. Moritz et al. have applied the droplet model to nucleation in perpendicular to plane magnetized dots obtained by electron beam lithography [34] . The dots had sizes of about 100×100nm 2 , allowing the hypothesis of only one nucleation center per dot. The dynamical investigations were carried out from the quasi-static region to the high dynamical regime, where the magnetic field was pulsed at the nanosecond time scale. They have shown that the droplet model was valid over more than 11 orders of magnitude of the applied field sweep rate as depicted in Fig. 5 . By comparison, an attempt was made to fit the experimental data with a SW-type barrier and it is clear that in this case the droplet model describes nucleation processes better.
Concerning the temperature dependence of the coercive field, several papers relate nucleation volume extrapolations using a SW barrier type. This is usually valid in perpendicular to plane magnetized system where demagnetizing effects favor nucleation. Often, the onset of magnetization reversal in the hysteresis loops of these materials is quite abrupt, indicating that the nucleation field is larger than the propagation field. In that case, one can consider that the value of the coercive field is determined by nucleation and can be used to calculate the nucleation barrier using equations 2 or 3. As hysteresis measurements are performed in most cases in the quasi-static regime, it is possible to consider that the barrier height corresponds to ∆En = 25kB T and the critical field can be deduced from this last expression. 
Nucleation centers and their distribution
The models given above consider homogeneous materials with homogeneous magnetic properties. In most real systems, defects and non magnetic inclusions constitute potential nucleation centers in the case of thin film layers. Grain boundaries, or edges for magnetic nanostructures, present a local modification of properties such as anisotropy or exchange. Aharoni has calculated the nucleation field for anisotropy steps or regions with linear decrease of anisotropy and showed its strength was reduced with the size of the defect [42, 43] . These models qualitatively account for a distribution of nucleation centers in real samples.
In the droplet model, it is possible to extend equation 5 when the domain wall energy is not homogeneous on the sample. Actually exchange and anisotropy are spatially distributed because of the granular structure. There might be also discontinuities in their profiles due to grain boundaries. As γ is not constant, it leads to another expression of the barrier height [23, 34] :
The critical field H0 is defined as the maximum slope in the γ profile (see Fig. 6 ):
Modeling the reversal of magnetisation by using only one nucleation center and one nucleation barrier is most often a crude approximation, unless the field sweep rate or temperature are very low. Jamet et al. have extrapolated the nucleation length (related to the nucleation volume) and the mean distance between nucleation sites from their magnetic after-effect measurements performed on micrometer-size dots arrays [44] . The calculated values of 26 nm and 430 nm can be seen as twice the domain wall width and the distance separating two major defects in the continuous layer respectively. Concerning patterned layers approaching the domain wall width or the exchange length, it seems that nucleation centers can be generated by the nanofabrication itself (presence of edges for instance) or due to the extrinsic properties of the initial continuous magnetic layer [34] . In all cases, a nucleation field or nucleation energy distribution should be taken into account to simulate hysteresis or magnetic after-effect measurements [45, 46, 47] .
The distribution of energy barriers for nucleation also accounts for statistical effects in the magnetisation reversal. At low field sweep rates, or at low temperature, the reversal is activated on only a few nuclei located on major defects. If the energy barrier for domain wall propagation is lower than the one for nucleation, the magnetisation rapidly reverses after the first nucleation and the hysteresis loop is quite square. In contrast, if the domain wall propagation barrier is high, nuclei can appear on many defects without inflating, so that the magnetisation will reverse by nucleation. The hysteresis loop morphology is then completely different [38] . Thomson distributions, and the influence of this distribution on the relative contribution of domain nucleation and domain wall propagation to the magnetization reversal [48] . Since domain wall propagation initiated at a limited number of nucleation centers is a relatively slow process, a distribution of energy barriers for nucleation in continuous films usually shows up as an increase of the nucleation rate at increasing applied field sweep rate [41, 45] . Kerr microscopy and X-ray Photoelectron Emission Microscopy experiments performed on spin valves, magnetic tunnel junctions and exchange bias systems corroborate the dependence of nucleation rates on field sweep rate, field strength and local properties [36, 49, 50, 51] . These measurements also show that due to the distribution of energy barriers, nucleation is quite a reproducible process in most magnetic thin films. Notable exceptions are high quality thin films that can be grown with very few defects, like some garnets containing Rare Earths [52] . [36, 53] . The images were obtained using Photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) [54] . The applied fields were about 5.4, 5.8 and 6.4 mT for (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
Nucleation in bulk materials
Most of the models and concepts discussed in the previous section can also be applied to the nucleation in bulk, 3-dimensional materials. The nucleation in homogeneous bulk magnetic materials has been considered by several authors. Broz, Braun and coworkers [55, 56] developed a model where the nucleation took place through the creation of a pair of Bloch or Néel walls. This process is much faster than the propagation of already existing domain walls, but in infinite bulk materials it involves an infinite energy barrier. Aharoni and Baltensperger [37] considered spherical and cylindrical nucleation centers in a similar model, equivalent to the droplet model in the previous section. They showed that in that case the energy barrier for nucleation is still infinite at zero applied field, but will become finite when an external magnetic field is applied.
Reversal of the magnetization in bulk materials has been investigated especially for hard magnetic materials used in permanent magnets. The magnetization is often hard to saturate completely, and a number of 360
• domain walls can persist in the material [57] . Though we did not discuss this before, this possibility also exists in 2D. When the field is applied in the opposite direction, reversal can take place by propagation of these existing domain walls. However, in order to obtain a fast reversal the nucleation of new reversed domains is necessary, since domain wall propagation is a relatively slow process. The heterogeneous, polycrystalline microstructure of these materials has a large influence on their magnetization reversal. Kronmüller et al. analysed the temperature dependence of Hc of high coercive field permanent magnets and compared it to the predictions of micromagnetic theories for pinning and nucleation mechanisms [58] . They concluded that nucleation theory gave a better correspondance with experiment than pinning theory, if effects of misaligned grains, local stray fields and reduced anisotropies in grain boundaries were taken into account. Givord et al. [59] developed a model where the magnetisation reversal is associated with some critical volume proportional to the domain wall width γ, v(T ) ∝ γ 3 . They derived a reversal field µ0HR(T ) ∝ A(T )/(v(T ) 2/3 MS(T )). They found that the temperature dependence of the reversal fields in ferrite and RE-FeB (RE = Rare Earth) magnets could be well explained by their model. The values for anisotropy and exchange interaction in the critical volume were close to the ones determined for the main phase. They concluded therefore that the reversal fields were not determined by initial nucleation at some defects.
Conclusions
Models for the nucleation of magnetisation reversal provide good agreement with experiment results for nanoparticles. In macroscopic systems, the onset of reversal by nucleation is in general determined by inhomogeneities in magnetic, structural and chemical properties, except for some very homogeneous materials with low defect densities like ferrimagnetic garnets. For other systems, macroscopic material parameters like exchange interaction, spontaneous magnetisation and magnetic anisotropy can be used to obtain an indication of nucleation fields, using different models. However, in general a distribution of energy barriers for nucleation exists giving rise to a dependence of the nucleation density on temperature and applied magnetic field. In this paper, we have discussed overcoming these energy barriers by thermal activation and/or applying a magnetic field. Recently, evidence of quantum nucleation by tunnel through the energy barrier has been observed in one-dimensional single-chain magnets [60] . Also, it has been shown that spin-polarised electron currents in uniformly magnetised layers can lead to domain nucleation [61] . These effects will probably call for new models for the nucleation of magnetisation reversal in the coming years.
